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Abstract 
In this work, we perform steady 2D axisymmetric hybrid RANS/PDF calculations of a 
swirling bluff body flame (SM1), studied experimentally at Sydney University and Sandia 
National Laboratories. Turbulence is modeled with a non-linear k-ε type model, taking into 
account effects of rotation and streamline curvature on the turbulence. Flow and scalar field 
predictions are in reasonable agreement with experimental data. The influence of the micro-
mixing model is small in this case. The mixing model constant Cφ has a stronger influence, 
through the mixture fraction variance. Finite rate chemistry effects are studied in transported 
scalar PDF calculations using REDIM. For Cφ = 2, a steady solution is obtained with EMST, 
but with CD the flame extinguishes. The combination REDIM/EMST is not able to predict the 
local extinction seen in the experiments. Therefore, a final calculation with the CD model 
with Cφ=3 is performed and a steady solution is found. With CD, there is more scatter than 
with EMST, resulting in lower values for temperature and Y(CO2). Still, this combination 
REDIM/CD is not able to predict the correct level of local extinction, though. 
 
Introduction 
Swirl-stabilized turbulent flames are relevant for many industrial applications, e.g. gas 
turbines, furnaces, because of their specific advantages compared to non-swirling turbulent 
flames. The swirling flow in these flames creates recirculation zones which enhance mixing 
and stabilize the flame. This leads to better combustion efficiency and less pollutant 
formation. However, swirl flames are quite complex and not yet totally understood.  
Several numerical techniques have been used to simulate these complex flows. The 
unsteady 3D effects are normally better handled by LES than RANS, but LES calculations 
have a higher computational cost. Therefore, we consider it still useful to study the limitations 
of RANS and hybrid RANS/PDF calculations in these highly challenging swirling flows, in 
particular for cases where there is no strong influence from a precessing vortex core (PVC). 
A study has already been performed in e.g. [1], but not yet for the Sydney Swirl burner, 
which was derived from the well-known Sydney bluff-body burner[2]. Experiments have 
been performed at Sydney University and Sandia National Laboratories [3-7]. The Sydney 
swirl burner has also been studied numerically by several authors. Masri et al. [8] performed a 
joint velocity-scalar-frequency PDF calculation for a reacting case with the Sydney Bluff 
Body Burner. LES simulations of non-reacting and reacting cases have been reported by 
Malalasekera et al. [9,10], Stein and Kempf [10,11], El-Asrag and Menon [12] and Olbricht et 
al. [13] 
In this study, we show comparable quality results of RANS calculations with the non-
linear k-ε model of [14]. The advantage of this 2D axisymmetric approach is that we can also 
perform transported scalar PDF (probability density function) simulations, in order to study 
turbulence – chemistry interaction. Finite rate chemistry effects are accounted for by means of 
a Reaction Diffusion Manifold (REDIM)[15].  
We discuss the influence of the micro-mixing model and the model constant Cφ on the 
transported scalar PDF results. 
 
Experimental Set-up 
Figure 1 depicts the burner. The bluff body (50mm diameter) contains the central fuel jet 
(3.6mm diameter). Swirling air is provided through a 5mm wide annulus surrounding the 
bluff-body. The burner is placed inside a wind tunnel with a square cross section.  
 
Figure 1: Sydney Swirl Burner (adapted from [16]) and streamlines and tangential velocity 
from an EMST calculation. 
A wide range of testing conditions has been examined experimentally [3-7]. All cases are 
characterized by: the bulk axial velocity of the central jet (Uj), the bulk axial and tangential 
velocity of the swirling air annulus (Us and Ws) and the bulk axial velocity of the co-flow of 
the wind tunnel (Ue). We consider the swirling flame SM1, where the central jet consists of 
CH4. The flow parameters are summarized in table 1. Also reported in this table is the swirl 
number which is here geometrically defined as Sg=Ws/Us.  
 
Table 1: Flow parameters of SM1. 
Case Fuel Ue 
(m/s)
Uj  
(m/s)
Us 
(m/s)
Ws 
(m/s)
Sg
SM1 CNG/CH4 20 32.7 38.2 19.1 0.5  
 
The flow field of SM1 contains 2 recirculation zones: one close to the bluff body and one 
further downstream near the central axis. The former is caused by the bluff body, while the 
latter is caused by vortex breakdown. The recirculation zones are separated by a region of 
high shear stress which coincides with a highly rotating collar. In [7], this highly rotating 
collar is believed to be responsible for the vortex breakdown, creating the second recirculation 
zone. Local extinction is reported in the region of high shear stress between the two 
recirculation zones.  
 
Numerical Description and Modeling 
All calculations are steady 2D axisymmetric and are performed with the same code PDFD, 
developed at TU Delft [17]. In the past, PDFD has already successfully been applied to non-
swirling cases with the Sydney Bluff Body Burner [17].  
The 0.3m long computational domain starts at the burner exit. In radial direction, it is 
0.15m wide. A non-uniform rectangular grid of 160x128 cells is used. 
Boundary conditions for the inlets were generated based on separate calculations inside the 
burner. The turbulence levels, however, were far too low, compared to the experimental 
results close to the burner. Therefore, the profiles of turbulent kinetic energy (k) were scaled 
up to the level of the experimental values.. The bluff-body was simulated as a slip wall. 
The non-linear k-ε turbulence model of [14] is used, as it takes into account the effect of 
streamline curvature and rotation on turbulence. 
The chemistry is modeled with a pre-tabulated REDIM[15]. It can be seen as an extension 
of the ILDM concept [20] to incorporate the effect of coupling of reaction and diffusion 
processes. A major advantage of REDIM compared to ILDM is the fact that it also exists in 
regions where the temperature is low and thus the chemistry is slow.  
 
 
Figure 2: REDIM table for CH4: 
Temperature and reaction rate of CO2 as a function of mixture fraction and Y(CO2). Steady 
diffusion flamelet for a strain rate of 100s-1 (black line) 
 
More specifically for our case, the REDIM concept was used to reduce the Warnatz 
mechanism for CH4 [21] to a 2-dimensional manifold with Z and Y(CO2) as independent 
parameters as shown in Figure . Equal diffusivities and unity Lewis number are assumed. 
To account for turbulence – chemistry interaction, we use the transported scalar PDF 
approach. The mass density function FΦ(ψ)=ρ(ψ)φφ (ψ), then obeys the following transport 
equation [22]: 
j
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 (2) 
In this general equation, Sα is the reaction source term for scalar φα and Jα the molecular 
scalar flux. The two terms at the right hand side need to be modeled. For the first term, the 
turbulent diffusion flux, we apply the gradient diffusion model: 
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 where ΓT is the turbulent diffusivity, modeled as ΓT=μT/ScT, with a variable ScT [23]. 
The second term on the right hand side of eq. (3) describes micromixing, which is the 
molecular diffusion bringing together the reactants necessary for reaction. We will compare 
two micro-mixing models: the Modified Curl’s coalescence/dispersion model (CD) [24] and 
the Euclidean Minimum Spanning Tree model (EMST) [25-26]. With CD, all particles can 
interact with each other in a pair-wise manner, while EMST contains a ‘localness principle’: 
particles can only interact with particles that are ‘close-by’ in composition space. In both 
mixing models the mixing time scale is assumed to be proportional to the integral turbulent 
length scale:  
T
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We use the Lagrangian method to solve eq. (1). Thus, the MDF is represented by a large 
number of computational particles. The evolution of the particles in physical space is 
calculated by respectively solving the following differential equation for each of the particles: 
** *( )ci i idX U U dt⎡ ⎤= + ⎣ ⎦    (4) 
The superscript * refers to the fact that the value corresponds to a single numerical particle 
and []* are FV properties interpolated at the particle position. 
Since we use a scalar PDF, Ui* has to be modeled by the random walk model: 
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 The correction velocity Uic is calculated with a position correction algorithm[27] and 
ensures that the volume represented by the particles in a computational cell, equals the cell 
geometric volume. 
The evolution of the particles in composition space is calculated by solving the following 
differential equation for each of the particles: 
* * *( , ) ( )d t dt S dtα α αφ θ ε φ= +    (6) 
With θα the micromixing model and Sα the chemistry term. 
The composition vector φ consists of mixture fraction and the progress variable Y(CO2).  
  
Results and Discussion 
Transported PDF simulations with REDIM have been performed. For Cφ=2 a steady 
solution is obtained with EMST , but the flame extinguishes with CD and Cφ=3 is needed to 
obtain a burning solution. Similar observations were reported in [18] for the non-swirling 
bluff body flame HM3. 
  
Figure 3: Mean axial and tangential velocity profiles of SM1: 
EMST Cφ=2 ,  EMST Cφ=1.5,  CD Cφ=3,   exp 
 
First we discuss the flow field shown in Figure 3. All calculations have almost identical 
profiles, suggesting that the micro-mixing model and the mixing constant Cφ do not have a 
substantial influence on the flow field. 
At x/D=0.136, all calculations under-predict the mean axial velocity on the centerline. The 
radial position of the first recirculation zone is not correctly predicted, but the absolute value 
of the negative velocity is correct. At x/D=0.8, the axial velocity in the center region is 
slightly over-predicted by all the calculations. The calculations show no negative axial 
velocities. In the experiments, however, a wide area of negative velocities is observed, 
indicating the length of the first recirculation zone is under-predicted by all calculations. For 
all calculations, the width of the recirculation zone is smaller than in the experiments, but the 
axial position of the beginning of the second recirculation zone is reasonably predicted. The 
predictions of the mean tangential velocity W are also satisfactory. At x/D=0.136, the sharp 
gradient around r/R=0.15 could not be captured by any of the calculations. At x/D=0.8, with 
all calculations over-predict the experimental mean tangential velocity. Further downstream 
all the calculations correctly predict the tangential velocity. Note that, in general, agreement 
with experimental data is quite good, comparable to what was obtained with LES [10]  
 
 
Figure 4: Mean mixture fraction and mixture fraction rms profiles of SM1: 
EMST Cφ=2 ,  EMST Cφ=1.5,  CD Cφ=3,   exp 
 
Next we discuss the composition fields, starting with the mean mixture fraction and 
mixture fraction rms profiles shown in figure 3. 
At x/D=0.2, the good predictions of the mean mixture fraction were obtained due to the use 
of the variable ScT [] close to the bluff body. All calculations have almost identical profiles, 
but the EMST calculation with Cφ=1.5 and the CD calculation have a slightly lower mean 
mixture fraction in the bluff body region. All calculations under-predict the mixture fraction 
rms in the center region and over predict it in the bluff body region. Contrary to the mean 
mixture fraction the mixture fraction rms profiles of the different calculations differ 
substantially, with higher rms values for lower Cφ values. This is as expected, as lower Cφ 
values correspond to a slower decay of the scalar fluctuations. At x/D=0.8, the mean mixture 
fraction profiles are even more identical for all calculations and they are steeper compared to 
the experimental profile suggesting the calculations under-predict turbulent mixing of mass. 
The mixture fraction rms profiles, differ now the most in the center region, again with higher 
rms values corresponding with lower Cφ values. At x/D=1.5, the CD calculation correctly 
predicts the mean mixture fraction in the center region while the EMST calculations slightly 
over-predict it. The CD calculation however under-predicts the mixture fraction rms due to 
the high Cφ value, while the lower Cφ values of the EMST calculations lead to better results. 
 In general, the influence of the micro-mixing model on the mean mixture fraction only 
becomes important at a substantial distance from the burner. The mean mixture fraction rms 
on the other hand is mainly influenced by Cφ .  
 
Figure 5: Y(CO2) profiles of SM1: see Fig. 6 
 
Figure 6: Conditional Y(CO2) profiles of SM1:see Fig. 3 
 
The mean profiles of Y(CO2), the second independent parameter of the REDIM table, are 
shown in figure 5. At x/D=0.2, all the calculations over-predict Y(CO2) in the bluff body 
region due to the under-prediction of the mean mixture fraction in that region and due to the 
over-prediction of the conditional mean Y(CO2) for Z=0.06-0.4. In the center region, on the 
other hand, all calculations under-predict the mean Y(CO2) only due to the over-prediction of 
Z. The profiles of the calculations slightly differ among each other mainly due to differences 
in mean mixture fraction and conditional mean Y(CO2). At x/D=0.8, all calculations give very 
good predictions of the mean Y(CO2), even though the mean mixture fraction was not 
predicted well at this axial position. The EMST calculations over-predict the conditional mean 
of Y(CO2) for Z<0.5, while the CD calculation only over-predict the conditional mean of 
Y(CO2) for Z<0.15. Nonetheless, the mean Y(CO2) profiles of the EMST calculation with 
Cφ =2 and the CD calculation do not differ that much (Fig. 5). At x/D=1.5, the EMST 
calculations slightly under-predict the mean Y(CO2) in the center region while the CD 
calculations predict even lower values, due to the lower conditional mean of Y(CO2) 
counteracting the lower mean mixture fraction for the CD calculations in that region. This 
higher conditional mean of the mean Y(CO2) for CD indicates there is more scatter in Y(CO2)-
space compared to the EMST calculations even though there is less scatter in Z-space (Figure 
4). This is confirmed by the scatter plots shown in figure 7. 
In general the influence of the mixing model of the mean and conditional mean Y(CO2) 
becomes more important further downstream. The mixing constant Cφ , on the other hand, 
only influences the conditional mean Y(CO2) close to the bluff body. The mean Y(CO2) 
predictions are influenced indirectly by Cφ , through the changed mixture fraction rms. 
 
 
Figure 7: Scatter plot of Y(CO2): 
upper boundary of REDIM(green line), steady diffusion flamelet close to extinction (blue line) 
 
Now we analyse more closely the scatter plots of Y(CO2) shown in figure 7. The green line 
is the upper boundary of the REDIM and the blue line is a steady diffusion flamelet close to 
extinction. At x/D=0.2, the scatter plots of the calculations are very similar, with slightly more 
scatter for the CD calculations. The line like structure, connecting the origin with the rich 
flamelet branch, is a mixing line representing mixing of combustion products with unburnt 
gasses as discussed in [23]. Also the points in the experimental scatter plots are clustered 
around a mixing line indicating a large part of the scatters in this region are due to mixing, 
although the scatters deviating from the mixing line might be due to extinction. At x/D=0.8, 
the scatter plots of the calculations differ substantially. The computational particles of the 
EMST calculation only access a confined space similar to a flamelet structure. The CD 
calculation on the other hand shows more scatter and accesses a larger area in composition 
space. Still, the level of scatter as observed in the experiments is not obtained. At this axial 
location, the majority of the points in the experimental scatter plots are likely due to local 
extinction. At x/D=1.5, the scatter plot of the EMST calculation still resembles a flamelet. 
The scatter plot contains a substantial amount of scatter, but the distribution of the points in 
composition space is different from that in the experimental scatter plot as is also reflected in 
the conditional mean. Again a mixing line structure is observed in the scatter plot of the CD 
calculation, but now with more scatter around mixing line. This is due to mixing of unburnt 
gasses with combustion products from the second recirculation zone. This mixing line 
structure can not be easily observed in the experimental scatter plots, where again local 
extinction is most likely the cause for the observed scatter. 
In general, the amount of scatter for CD is substantially higher than for EMST and the 
difference is larger further downstream. This is due the localness property. With CD, all 
particles can interact with each other (non-localness), while with EMST only particles which 
are close in composition space will interact (localness).  
We analyse the behaviour of the mixing models more profoundly by following the 
computational particles as they move through composition space. 
 
Figure 8: Evolution of representative computational particles for EMST calculation with 
Cφ=2 : 
particles injected at the fuel inlet (diamonds), particles inject at annulus air inlet (circle) 
upper boundary of the REDIM (upper dashed line), steady diffusion flamelet close to 
extinction(lower dashed line), stoichiometric mixture fraction (vertical black line) 
In figure the evolution of some representative tracers from the EMST-calculation with Cφ =2 are 
shown. The particles injected at the annulus either move along the lean flamelet branch or the 
flatter mixing line, as seen in the eulerian scatter plots at x/D=0.2. The particles injected at the 
fuel jet first follow the rich flamelet branch before reacting or mixing with leaner, less reactive 
gases, resulting in the mixing line structure seen in the scatter plots at x/D=0.2 
 Figure 9: Evolution of representative computational particles for CD calculation with Cφ=3 : 
particles injected at the fuel inlet (diamonds), particles inject at annulus air inlet (circle) 
upper boundary of the REDIM (upper dashed line), steady diffusion flamelet close to 
extinction(lower dashed line), stoichiometric mixture fraction (vertical black line) 
The tracers of the CD calculations shown in figure are harder to follow as they jump in 
composition space due to the non-localness of CD. This also leads to the higher amount of 
scatter observed in the eulerian scatter plots. The tracers injected at the fuel inlet can jump of 
the rich flamelet branch at richer mixture fraction than is the case with the EMST model. 
Therefore lower Y(CO2) values are reached for Z=Zstoich-0.4 as seen in the scatter plots of CD 
at x/D=0.8 and 1.5. Due to non-localness air can mix with a larger range of compositions on 
the rich flamelet branch leading to mixing lines different from the one observed for both 
mixing models at x/D=0.2. This is confirmed by th mixing line like trajectory of the gray tracer 
from the rich flamelet branch in Figure 9. 
In the framework of EMST calculations none of the mixing models are able to correctly 
model local extinction. EMST under-predicts the amount of scatter. CD on the other hand 
predicts a reasonable amount of scatter, which might be interpreted as local extinction in the 
scatter plots, but this is rather a consequence of the non-localness allowing mixing of unburnt 
lean and mix particles through the reaction zone, as the Lagrangian tracers showed. To model 
local extinction the fluctuations of the scalar dissipation rate need to be represented and this is 
not the case for this modeling framework, as a mean mixing time scale is used within one cell. 
However, it is not clear whether we observe here a weakness of the mixing models, or 
whether the use of the mixing model highlights other limitations in the modelling: limitations 
of REDIM in order to model local extinction, limitations of the velocity-scalar correlation 
modelling (i.e. the use of joint scalar PDF modelling instead of joint velocity-scalar PDF), or 
even limitations of the RANS approach for this flame where unsteady effects in physical 
space may have a strong impact on the results in composition space.  
 
Figure 7: Temperature profiles of SM1: see Fig. 6 
 
Figure 8: Conditional temperature profiles of SM1: 
Although both Y(CO2) and temperature are measures of reaction progress, the mean profiles 
differ. For example, while the CD calculations predict lower values of Y(CO2) compared to the 
EMST calculation with Cφ =2, the temperature in the is higher than that of the EMST 
calculation with Cφ =2. This is due to the smaller difference in the conditional mean of 
temperature(Figure 8) for both calculations, compared to the conditional mean of Y(CO2). 
Therefore the lower mean mixture fraction value of the CD calculation is now not counteracted 
by the lower conditional mean of temperature, which was the case for Y(CO2). In general the 
conditional mean of temperature is over-predicted more strongly than the conditional mean of 
Y(CO2). At x/D=0.2 and x/D=0.8 this leads to a stronger over-prediction of the mean 
temperature. At x/D=1.5, on the other hand, this results in a correct prediction of the mean 
temperature for all calculations. 
 
 
Finally, the mean (figure) and conditional mean of Y(OH) are discussed. In general the mean 
Y(OH)-profiles for the different calculations differ strongly due to the different prediction of 
the mean mixture fraction close to stoichiometry and the different conditional means of 
Y(OH). As for temperature, the conditional means of Y(OH) for the EMST with different 
values of Cφ  only differ close to the bluff body, where the calculation with Cφ =2 gives the 
best prediction.. Further downstream, the EMST calculation systematically over-predicts the 
conditional mean of Y(OH) due to the under-prediction of the amount of scatter in Y(OH)-
space, resulting from an under-prediction of the amount of scatter in Y(CO2)-space. The CD 
calculation on the other hand has more scatter in Y(CO2) and Y(OH)–space, resulting in lower 
conditional means of Y(OH).  
 
Conclusions 
Steady 2D axisymmetric hybrid RANS-PDF calculations with a non-linear k-ε model were 
performed for a reacting swirling flow behind a bluff-body burner. Finite rate chemistry 
effects were studied with transported scalar PDF calculations using the REDIM model. For 
Cφ = 2, a steady solution is obtained with the EMST model, but with the CD model a value of 
Cφ = 3 was needed to obtain a burning solution. The turbulent flow and composition field 
predictions are in good agreement with experimental data. The influence of the micro-mixing 
model on the results in physical space is small, but becomes more important further 
downstream. The influence of the micro-mixing model is observed more clearly, where the 
larger fluctuations in Y(CO2)-space for the CD model lead to lower conditional means. This 
effect is again stronger further downstream.. The mixing constant Cφ influences the results in 
physical space, through the mixture fraction variance. Its influence in composition space on 
the other hand is only visible close to the bluff body. Using EMST, the local extinction seen 
in the experiments cannot be predicted.. The steady CD solution leads to a higher amount of 
scatter than with EMST, resulting in lower values for temperature and Y(CO2). However, 
using CD and Cφ=3, local extinction is still not correctly predicted.  
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Nomenclature 
Cφ  mixing constant 
D  diameter of the bluff body 
k   turbulent kinetic energy 
Fφ  scalar mass density function 
F(Φ)  vector of chemical source terms 
Jα  molecular scalar flux 
r  radial coordinate 
R  radius off the bluff body 
T  temperature 
x  axial coordinate 
Sg  swirl number 
Sα  reaction source term 
ScT  turbulent Schmidt number 
u”v” shear stress 
Uj  axial velocity of the fuel jet 
Us  axial velocity of the annulus 
Ue  axial velocity of the coflow 
Uic  correction velocity 
Ws  tangential velocity of the annulus 
dWi  derivative of the Wiener process 
Y(N2) mass fraction of N2 
Y(CO2) mass fraction of CO2 
ΓT   turbulent diffusivity 
ε   turbulent dissipation rate 
φ  composition vector 
Φ  thermo-kinetic state vector 
Φφ    the matrix of partial derivatives of Φ with respect to φ  
i jφ φΦ  second partial derivatives of Φ with respect to φI and φj 
θα  micromixing model 
ρ   density, d the diffusion coefficient,  
iϖ    estimates for the spatial gradients of the reduced coordinates. 
μT  turbulent viscosity 
Ζ  mixture fraction 
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